Glaze Brushes

Quantity discounts apply on
multiples of the same item

The BH Hake Series have bamboo handles that hold more hair and
give better control than the flat wooden handles. The result is a thicker
brush that holds more water while remaining soft and flexible. The
number after “BH” refers to how many bamboo holders are in the
brush handle.
1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

BH3............ 1”......................... $3.30............... $2.64................ $2.31
BH5............ 1½”. .................... $5.30............... $4.24................ $3.71
BH6............ 17/8”..................... $6.70............... $5.36................ $4.69
BH8............ 2½”. .................... $8.30............... $6.64................ $5.81
BH10.......... 3½”. ..................$10.80............... $8.64................ $7.56
BH12.......... 4”.......................$12.45............... $9.96................ $8.72
BH16.......... 5½”.....................$16.50.............. $13.20.............. $12.55

Orthodox Calligraphy
Brushes
Unlike watercolor, oil and most other paintbrushes, Sumi
brushes are composed of two separate parts. The central
core, which determines the height and basic function of the
brush, is made of relatively stiff hairs gathered to form a
tapered point. The outer wrapping consists of softer hairs
which are selected for their greater water-holding capacity
and for facilitating smooth strokes. The hairs of the inner core
and of the outer wrapping are the same length and come to
a point when dipped into water. The hair structure ensures
smooth maneuverability and dynamic strokes whether light or
heavy pressure is applied.
CA1 - CA5 brushes use a combination of horse and
badger hair for smooth brushing and to hold water
better. Measurements in parenthesis are size of brush
heads.
1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

CA1..... (¼” x 1”)................ $12.60 .........$10.08........... $8.82
CA3..... (5/16” x 1 3/8”)........... $19.45 .........$15.56 . ......$13.62
BH16

BH8

CA5..... (7/16” x 2 1/8”). ......... $32.90..........$26.32 . ......$23.03

BH3

CA1
CA3
CA5

Flat Wash Brushes
These brushes can be used with glazes, watercolors and oils. They
are particularly well-suited for ceramic art. A metal ferrule protects the
brushes’ roots.
1-5 @

6-11 @

CC1B - CC6B brushes use more horse hair for a more
crisp, precise touch. (brush head size).
1-5 @

12+ @

BFC1.......... 1”.........................$3.85................ $3.08................ $2.70
BFC3.......... 1¾”.....................$5.35................ $4.28................ $3.75
BFC4.......... 2½”.....................$7.20................. $5.76................. $5.04
BFC6.......... 37/8”.................. $10.95................ $8.76................. $7.67

CC1B..... (¼” x

6-11 @

12+ @

/ ”)............ $5.90 ..........$4.72...........$4.13

11 8

CC3B..... (5/16” x 1 7/8”). .......... $6.75...........$5.40...........$4.73
CC6B..... (7/16” x 2 7/8”). ......... $8.60 ..........$6.88...........$6.02
CC1B
CC3B
CC6B

LB
BFC1

BFC6

All Purpose Brush

Latex Nylon Brushes
LB.................... available in either ½” or 1” wide . .................. $1.50

This All Purpose Brush has a sharp tip and firm body and
performs various strokes well while still being flexible
enough for shading and coloring. (brush head size).
1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

SW00..... (1/16” x ¾”)............$9.20...........$7.36........... $6.44

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.
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